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Abstract
The article discusses the issue of incorporating extensive
reading into the ESP curriculum, the scope and intensity
of the implementation of extensive reading in the ESp
classroom, the forms of its application and outcomes
based on the research conducted at the Faculty of
lntemational Relations of Yerevan State University.
The participants of the study were second, third, and
fourth year students, as well as university teachers. The
data were collected through questionnaires, interviews
and classroom obseryations. The study illustrates that
the teaching staff both welcomes extensive reading in
ESP and applies it in their teaching practice regularly,
placing emphasis on professional literature. However, the
research indicates that granting students full autonomy in
coping with original material, along with multiple benefits,
bears the risk of mounting the tension in students'efforts
when shifting to linguistically more complex theoretical
literature. The paper proposes that this can be eased
by introducing guided extensive reading at initial and
mid stages. The findings also reveal students,growing
awareness of the importance of incorporating extensive
reading into the ESP instruction, despite the challenges
generated by the proportionate increase of the difficulty
connected to reading bigger chunks of professional
literatu re. lt hig hl ights students' readiness to overcome
those challenges as well. Further, the investigation draws
attention to the characteristic parallels between extensive
reading and multimedia material, suggesting to employ
the synergy of both in the ESP classroom for greater
efficiency.

Keywords: ESP instruction, curriculum design, teaching
methodology, extensive reading, ESp, ER, lR, multimedia
materials, guided instruction.

Background to the Research
Two highways lead to the command of a foreign
language. The first, the relatively easy one, implies
extensive exposure to the foreign language on a daily
basis, known as immersion, and provides language
learners, (in this case a better choice of the term would
be'language acquirers'), with a tension-free natural
linguistic environment favourable for accumulating a
decent amount of language stock. While the second
road heading to foreign language acquisition is through
a laborious and lengthy learning process in a non-native
speaking environment (NNSE) at school or privately,
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under the instruction of the teacher.
A mighty tool used in this strenuous language learning
endeavor in NNSE is reading. Starting from the very
first attempts of identifying and perceiving foreign words
up to the proficient use of the language, reading forms
an indispensable part of the new language acquisition
process forming its backbone. All the other language
learning skills - listening, speaking and writing in NNSE
are, in their own way, anchored on reading, be it reading
very short units - words, sentences, short passages, or
longer texts and extensive pieces of writing - stories,
articles, books, etc.
So, it is a truism that reading is essential in foreign
language learning (FLL), and a wealth of ELT literature is
devoted to this issue. Research has shown that students
who read in English improve in every area of language
learning at a faster rate than students who don,t read
(Stanley, 2012) and the well-established premise that
we learn to read by reading (Day & Bamford, 2002)
underlines the fact that in teaching foreign language
reading students should be allowed to read, read and
read some more.
A fair part of the discussion on reading is around its
two distinct types - intensive and extensive reading.
Each of them stands out with a set of explicit features,
advantages and disadvantages. lntensive reading (lR)
refers to the detailed focus on the construction of reading
texts that take place usually in the classroom, while
extensive reading (ER) is the opposite of the obligatory
'intensive reading'we practice in school, crawling
like snails over texts and leaving inky slime trails of
annotation over every page (Prentice,20A2). Compared
to lR, ER is broadening students'knowledge (McConn,
2016). Though Prentice's description of IR is typical, we
have to acknowledge the primacy of lR, as it infers from
the logic of the learning process itself, especially when
referring to FLL in NNSE. lR is an irreplaceable tool
for building brick by brick the language blocks used in
language perception and production.
Unfortunately, though, following the inertia of the positive,
apparent and direct impact of lR, the habit of relying
heavily on lR often persists throughout the foreign
language learning and teaching process, allowing litfle
space, if any, to ER. The reasons are many and evident.
The enquiry-based research by Alan Maley states that
teachers worldwide quote insufficient time, Iitile relevance
of ER to the syllabus and the examination, downward
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pressure on teachers to conform to syllabus and
textbooks, lack of understanding of ER and its benefits
and non-availability or high price of reading materials,
etc. And, last but not least, is the decisive factor of the
resistance of teachers, who 'find it impossible to stop
teaching and allow learning take place'(Maley, 2008).
Nevertheless, the importance of ER is paramount in
FLL, no matter how dedicated some EFL teachers are
to intensive reading. Nuttall argues that'the best way
to improve your knowledge in a foreign language is to
go and live among the speakers. The next best way is
to read extensively' (Nuttall, 1982, p.168). N. Prentice
asserts that'Extensive reading is real language in real
use and demonstrates that books will always be the best
and most stimulating teachers!'(Prentice, 2012, p.1)
Such quotes are abundant in the professional literature.
They accentuate the fact that extensive reading is a
fundamental and indisputable asset for learning a foreign
language in NNSE.
ER has certain features, that lR lacks. ER significantly
changes the language learning mode of the learner,
enabling him/her to submerge into the language domain
effortlessly and navigate in it as the learner finds fit.
Scholars name various characteristic features and
benefits of ER as compared to lR. With ER students are
reading for the content of the text (Stanley, 2012) and
read a large amount of content in a foreign language,
becoming better readers (Donaghy, 2016). ER frees
students from the daily routine of textbooks (Prentice,
2012) and develops learner autonomy. lt is, in fact, a
student-centered and student-managed activity. ER
enhances general language competence, helps develop
general world knowledge, extends, consolidates and
sustains vocabulary growth, helps improve writing,
creates and sustains motivation to read more (Stanley,
2012), and students read for pleasure, information or
general understanding, while the teacher acts as a guide
monitor and a role model (Donaghy, 20'16).'Research
results proved that an ER-based approach is more
effective than EAP teaching that is based on intensive
reading and translation'(Bekir, 2009, p. 65).
The umbrella trait of all these features is their close
association, relevance and appealto the deepset psychology of the learner with its basic lot of
subconscious human qualities involving the sense of
freedom, apprehension of the right of choice, and the
emotions group standing for the feelings of joy and
pleasure, sometimes - compassion and fear, through
which catharsis is experienced, when the learner
emotionally lives through the lives of characters and
events danger-free for himself (Vygotsky, 192511971).
ELT specialists worldwide are unanimous in the belief
that ER "should be a standard practice"'(Nuttall, 1982)
and should be a part of the curriculum of any foreign
language teaching course, especially GE and ESP (Day
& Yamanaku, 2OO7 , Shin et al., 2018).
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Aim of the Research
Having the background knowledge in mind, the aim of
our research has been to look into the ratio of the use of
ER in ESP at the Faculty of lnternational Relations, the
incorporation of ER into the framework of the academic
program, students' involvement and their attitudes, as
well as the extent of the overall impact of the teacher
support, teacher guidance and feedback when integrating
ER into ESP instruction.

Research Questions
Proceeding from the main objectives of the study, the
following research questions were addressed:
To what extent are teachers and students aware of the
vital importance of ER in ESP?
What is the impact of the use or non-use of ER in ESP?
ls guided or non-guided ER implemented in the ESP
classroom?

What is the correlation between the implementation of ER
and the parallel use of multimedia materials in the ESP
course?

Methodology
The target audience of the research were students of the
znd,3'd, and 4n years of the baccalaureate and university
teachers, ln the quest for the answers to the research
questions interviews and discussions were conducted.
On the issue of application of guided or non-guided ER
practice a questionnaire was used for university teachers
The findings of the study were reviewed and analyzed
with the participants to measure against their perception
and evaluation of the role of ER in ESP. A study of
the applied ER materials with ESP bias - theoretical
Iiterature, press releases, transcripts of interviews and
debates and TED lectures was also carried out.

Discussion
To have a clear and comprehensive picture of the results,
we have ananged the acquired data into one detailed
table (Table 1), without splitting the information into
severalseparate ones. This has allowed us to have a
thorough grasp of ER implementation in the curriculum
of the ESP course and has eased further comparative
analysis. In the table there are certain points bearing the

results of different interviews or questionnaires which
refer either to students or teachers only. We believe that
such a layout does not distort the general impression but
adds up to the perception of the issue instead.

While rendering the teachers' block, we conclude that
teachers are well-aware of the nature and importance
of ER 'for evident reasons'when teaching both GE and
ESP, and incorporate ER in their ESP course in the
task forms of home reading, report and presentation
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Home reading

Presentation

Presentation

End-of&rm rerert

News review

News review

At home:

At home:

At horne:

2-3 hours a day

3-5 hours weekly

5-9 hours weekly

during a month
before the test time

Rate

le engaged in

preparation and news reviews.
The 3% of the answers that were ticked against the line
'can be avoided'concerning the importance of ER in ELL
might have been brought about by either some specific
professional background or previous personal unpleasant
experience associated with ER, which the teacher
projects onto the teaching practice. Howevel when the
same teacher's answers to the subsequent questions are
considered, an apparent contradiction to the point of view
expressed for question 2 is evident.
As to the question about the time allocated to ER
discussion, teachers' answers cover the classroom time
spent during the end-ofterm reports or presentations
and the classroom time dedicated to regular news review
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- 73%
Pleasure - 22Yo

Difficulty

Difficutty
Pleasure

- 70%
- 57%

Difficutty

pleasure

- 82%
- 70%

sessions. Outside this time range teachers leave ER
to individual practice. This leaves us to deduce that
ESP teachers are unanimous in endorsing ER for ESp
courses, they incorporate it in their practice, though in
different proportions.
The student data clearly witnesses progress both in
awareness and application of ER from year to year.
The relatively poor indicators of second-year students
gradually turn into higher figures with undergraduates,
which is an apparent proof of both the efficient work of
the teachers, and the students'speedy path of personal
development so vibrant in young age.
Still, we can observe that, despite the increase of the
level of pleasure gained from ER, the figures showing

ffih,
the degree of strain that ER puts on students is even
higher with 4th year students. The increase of the level
of difficulty is certainly connected with the much greater
volume of professional literature they have to cover
in English and the implicit academic requirement that
final-year students should be able to understand and
tackle any theoretical literature, the language of which,
depending on different authors, can sometimes be rather
complicated or intricate. This reminds us of Hughes's
words that "reading in a foreign language can feel like
work" (Hughes,2018, p. 1).
Nevertheless, there are certain techniques and
approaches to ER which can significantly mitigate
the accompanying tension, and turn ER in the ESP
classroom into a way more effective and pleasant
practice. What we mean is the teacher-guided ER and
the addition of audio-visuals into the ER repository of
materials, along with graded readers and other literature
pick of today.

Non-Guided and Guided ER in ESP
Browsing through the vast literature on ER, we often
come across two, from the first sight, contradictory
concepts. One of them argues that ER is a purely
individual endeavor, free from teacher guidance or
instruction. To a great extent it is true when it covers the
cases which totally exclude the teacher's role. Along
with this assertion, however, on the other end are many
articles on ER which emphasize the necessity of the
teacher's guidance in the process, defining it not as
classroom supervision but rather a lead-in into individual
reading. As student's activity is more complex in ER
than in lR, the appeal to resort to teacher's guidance
aims to "maximize pre-reading support" (Pulverness,
2003), to open up and facilitate the difficult paths of
ER, because'effective reading instruction can develop
engaged readers who are knowledgeable, strategic,
socially interactive and motivated (Sweet, 2000, p. 6).
The findings of several research studies have also proved
that "learners that received explicit reading strategy
instructions could comprehend second language better
than those that did not receive such training" (Shin et al,
2018, p. 131). Likewise, in the professional literature we
come across many discussions of various pre-reading,
during-reading and after-reading tasks for the teacher
to perform (Clandfield & Budden, 2011 ; Stanley, 2012;
Ur, 1996), as well as advice to help students to recall
their prior knowledge on the subject of ER. As Sweet
states, "lt is evident that activating prior knowledge is
of special importance to reading comprehension, and
EFL student readers should be encouraged to use their
prior knowledge and experience to generate predictions
regarding the content of the text" (Sweet, 2000, p. 14).

At the same time, no argument can be found claiming
that either the truly individual ER or ER with the teacher's
guidance is deflcient, contradicting the other one or the

whole concept of ER, or is non-applicable. Why is this
so?
The truth is that both modes of ER ( guided and nonguided) are regarded as parts of one and the same
process - language acquisition, much of which is carried
out under teacher's instruction or his/her help, and the
student is open for and welcomes any facilitation of his/
her tough job, which language learning in NNSE has
always been. The guided ER is especially appropriate
in the instances when the materialto overcome is
complemented by 'hurdles' of professional language
at the initial and mid stages of taking up ESP. ln the
case of ESP material in ER, teacher's guidance is often
redeeming. With as little intrusion as possible, steering
students towards critical, associative approach to the
new language acquisition through ER, the teacher can
facilitate students' job by eliciting the vague language,
through hints and concept corelation patterns, drawing
explicit links between prior knowledge and important
information in the text and guide students' line of thinking
towards a particular path or technique of language
perception relevant for the given ESP material.

ln its practical implementation it translates into the
following : th rough accurately structured g u idance, d u ring
the occasionally held guided ER classes, the teacher
helps students to gradually reduce the difficulty level of
the ER component of the course. HeiShe uses the rich
armoury of pre-reading, during-reading and after-reading
tasks (see the Appendix), due to which the ESP students
steadily become more independent readers, mastering
more secrets of learning how to learn. Students start
to experience lower level of difficulty and higher level
of pleasure and develop an urge to take up more ER
both for professional and general knowledge. Gradually
extensive reading starts to build up a momentum of its
own (Tennant,2017).

Multimedia Treasure Chest and ER
Traditionally, ER refers to the printed material, now also
including the information downloaded from the web.
From the physiological point of view, the main reception
channel of ER is the visual one. But in today's world
people have much wider opportunities to get big volumes
of language learning material from TV and the net, which
very much resemble ER in certain characteristic features.
The rich material of films, conferences, speeches of
prominent personalities, debates, lectures, interviews
and a lot more, that provide a huge language input
and a wealth of professional and artistic information,
presents the opportunities of personal choice, individual
work, absence of time limitation, are watched for the
sake of the content, and are considered to be a source
of joy or pleasure. At the same time, the percentage of
the language input and comprehension of this material
is much higher due to the trio of simultaneous sense
perception - the audio, the image, complemented with

visual aids (often texts, in the form of accompanying
transcripts or captions, enrich the visual image), and the
emotional block. The well-known basic psychological rule
implies that the efficiency of data fixation is proportionate
to the quantity of senses operating simultaneously:
the bigger their numbel the deeper the imprint is. This
prompts us that it would be unwise, or, at least, not
practical for the ESP teacher, to discard the benefits
of these opportunities" A clever pick of big chunks of
materialfrom about 20 minutes to 2-3 hours long will
have as good an effect in the language acquisition
process as ER. This is why we believe that incorporating
multimedia materials within the framework of ER will
sharply increase the efficiency of language learning.
However, the findings in our ESP research disclosed that
only the 'printed' component of the web materials is being
used by students with the aim of collecting information for
their reports and presentations. Using the opportunities of
the 'treasure chest' of multimedia materials could widen
the concept of ER in ESfl making it EAIR (Extensive
Audio lmage Reading), to put it hypothetically, where
watching and further guided reference to or discussions
of films, debates, interviews, lectures, speeches, and
the language used will add up to the vital experience of
ER, bringing more joy to students and galvanizing the
language learning skills.

Conclusions
The outcome of the research restates the importance of
incorporating ER in the ESP curriculum.

The ER literature circulated in ESP teaching is varied.
However, as a common trait, we can note its distinct bias
toward specialized, professional materials.
Due to the specifics of ER in ESP, and in order to avert
further difficulties the students might face while coping
with original literature, it is advisable to turn to exercising
a certain degree of teacher guidance at the initial and
mid stages. lt will steer students in the direction of
learning practical paths that lead to relatively effortless
comprehension and perception of big volumes of the
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1. Pre-Reading Activities

Activities

lffi

Book review
Guess the story
from the cover

the story and write
associations,

Quiz time

etc.

Jumbled chaPter
titles
Find out about the
author

Book discussion

relevant

various sources,
,com,

Summarizing

etc.

Students rate the book, look at the style
and tanguage, etc.
ln groups students prepare questions
about the book's plot and characters to
use in an inter-team quiz.
The discussion is based on the story
elements: title, setting, characters,
problems, rnajor events and the
conclusion.
Students summarize their reading effort,
give their evaluations, make suggestions
etc,

Completing the text

Students come up with different endings
for the book or add characters and
events to the plot, extend or modify the
text.

Role-playing

Students write a script for the book and
perform it.
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